The symmetrized von Neumann entropy
The f i occupation numbers obtained from the FT-TPSS calculations (or the RAS-SF occupation numbers by using f i = n i /2) can also be used to calculate the symmetrized von Neumann entropy:
with S = 0 for a system having associated an idempotent one-particle density matrix (i.e. f i equal to 0 or 1) or, in other words, for pure states. Deviations from this limit should be interpreted as entangled states, 1 needing thus more than one Slater determinant 2 for their adequate description, which would result in another proof of its polyradicaloid nature. Figure 3 shows the large and growing entropy per carbon atom in the case of linear oligoacenes, as it also happened for graphene nanoribbons, 3 and how the odd-even trend is preserved in the case of [n]CC molecules. Note also that values seems to saturate for the largest compounds studied here in both cases. These results are fully consistent with a polyradicaloid nature. 2 A qualitative Hückel-based measure of the radicaloid character A simple estimate of the atom-centered radicaloid character for the nonbridging C atoms in linear and cyclic oligoacenes can be obtained by the following approach:
with p ij the bond orders between atoms i and j, and taking the isolated benzene unit as reference, with all structures optimized at the M06-2X/6-31+G* level. The previous expression can be seen as a generalization of Coulson's free valence index, 4, 5 which roughly correlates with the reactivity of an atom in a molecule against a free radical attack. The total radicaloid character of a molecule is obtained as C t = i C i . Figure 4 shows the evolution of this radicaloid character, increasing as a function of the total number of fused rings, and Figure 5 presents how the average C i values tends to saturate for the largest compounds. 
